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Bag Contents
● FARM Bag guide

(this page)
● fresh apple

● 5 Senses Chart

● paper plate

● apple parts labels

● Apple Ag Mag

● Apple Idioms
cards

Related Reading 

Applesauce Day 
by Lisa Amstutz 

How to Make an Apple 
Pie and See the World 
by Marjorie Priceman 

AGtivity: Apple Analysis 
In addition to items from this bag, you will need: 

● pencil
● marker
● knife & cutting board (ask an adult for help!)

What to do: 
1. Wash your hands.
2. Rinse and dry your apple.
3. Take out the 5 Senses Chart and a pencil.
4. Use your sight, smell, touch, hearing, and taste to examine your apple.

Write descriptive words on the 5 Senses Chart.
a. What colors do you see on your apple? What else do you see?
b. List words you think of when you smell your apple. Do different

parts of the apple smell differently?
c. How does your apple feel? Is it smooth, sticky, or bumpy? Is it

heavy or light? Does it feel soft, squishy, or hard?
d. Listen to your apple. What do you hear? Is it noisy, or is it quiet?
e. Lick your apple. How does it taste? Does the stem taste different

from the skin?
5. Ask an adult to help cut your apple crosswise, like this:

6. Keep using your senses to add words to your chart:
a. What did you hear when your apple was cut?
b. What do you see now that your apple is cut open?
c. Do you see any new parts, colors, or shapes inside?
d. Does it smell differently now?
e. How does the inside of your apple feel?
f. Lick the inside of your apple. How does it taste?
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Related Reading 

The Apple Orchard 
Riddle 
by Margaret McNamara 

Screen Time 

How Does it Grow? 
Apple 
TRUE FOOD TV 
https://bit.ly/3kMqrqT 

Ingredient 
Inquiry 
Find the Apple Jolly 
Ranchers and the 
Ingredient Inquiry 
handout. What’s 
your guess? See what 
other family 
members think! 

AGtivity: Apple Analysis, cont.
7. Cut two slices from the top half of your apple. Eat one of the slices.

a. How does it taste?
b. What do you hear as you chew it?
c. What do you smell?
d. How does it feel in your mouth?

8. Peel the other slice of your apple.
9. Take off the stem.
10. Carefully cut off the calyx. (It is on the bottom of the apple and looks

kind of like a belly button.)
11. Take out the paper plate and apple parts

labels. Use a marker to divide the paper into
five sections.

12. Place a label in each of the sections so your
plate looks like the one shown here →

a. Find each apple part and place it
where it belongs on your plate.

b. Look through your Apple Ag Mag to
find a description of each part.

13. Now you can slice up the rest of your apple and eat it!
 This activity was adapted from “A is for Apples,” a lesson found at www.agclassroom.org. 

Apple Idioms 
Cut apart the Apple Idioms  

cards. Can you match the  
idiom, or saying, with its  

meaning? Check the answer  
key at right when you’re done  

and find out how to use each  
saying in a sentence. 




